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Self Paced Learning Path

Overview

For individuals who need education and understanding around a particular role or technology, we deliver a set of courses through an individual 
learning path, organized to product expertise.

These courses, made of microlearning modules, are accessible at one’s own pace over the course of the annual subscription. As content is 
launched into the learning path, activated users gain immediate access.

Being able to engage with content whenever, and from wherever, allows for the most flexible and effective approach to learning at any level.

Confluent Self Paced  
Learning Path

EDUCATION

What’s included?

This flexible training solution is accessible to one (1) unique, named  
user for $600 USD, over the course of a year. This training delivers 
conceptual knowledge, how-to demonstrations, hands-on practice 
exercises, and a badge to showcase the expertise gained by reaching 
certain milestones in the learning path.

These learning paths are organized to progress a user to expertise, 
through a curated learning path designed to move a person from more 
foundational knowledge through to more in depth, complex topics. 

Terms and Conditions

This engagement is governed by the terms and conditions  
specified in your order with Confluent. 

Sample topics that may be covered in  
certain Learning Paths

Developer Administrator

• Installing CP

• Fundamentals

• Event Streaming Pipeline

• Streams Processing

• Create Event Streaming App 
with kSQL

• Write Source Connectors

• Certification Bootcamp for 
Developers 

• AND MORE!

• Managed Kafka Topics

• Encrypt Config with Secrets

• Config Broker Listeners

• Encrypt DIM with SSL/TLS

• Authentication: LDAP

• Implement Mutual TLS

• Manage Access RBAC

• Automate Deployment with 
Anisible/Kubernetes

• Scale Clusters

• Display Schema Registry

• AND MORE!

Visit us at confluent.io/training/learn-confluent for a full list of available learning paths. Confluent, Inc. www.confluent.io
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